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Some ｉｳｳｵ･ｾ Affecting Optimization Models

in Water ResourcePlanning

Eric F. Wood

Abstract

This paper draws heavily upon my experiences.with
the MIT-Argentina Study. The purposeof the paper is to
bring forth some of the issuesthat affect the role of
optimization models within a water resourceplanning
methodology.

Reasonableanalysis goes from a prob1em--aregion
or part of a river with certain characteristics--to
model formulation. It is the problem that puts require-
ments upon the model and in water resourcesthe
stochasticityof the real systemhas causeddifficulties
in the modelling step.

Since optimization plays such an important role in
the planning methodology, this paper considerscurrent
approachesto handling stochasticelementswithin
optimization. The applicability to a real system like
the Tisza is discussedand a new alternativeapproach
is offered.

1. Introduction

The analysisof river basin systems is complicated

by two considerations. First, the river basin is a complex

physical systemwhich is very difficult to model realistically.

Second, decision makers must try to choose from among many
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alternatives. There exists in most river systemsan

extremely large combinationof possible location and sizes--

all of which must be considered (at least implicitly) within

the analysis. To complicatematters, ･ ｣ ｯ ｮ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｣ Ｌ political

and social aspectsof river basin developmentaffect the

decision making processand pose additional modelling

problems.

These two considerationshave lead plannersto

consider two types of models. One type is simulation.

Simulation has the advantageof being able to model the

physical system extremely well. Unfortunately, the decision

variables, such as reservoir sizes, targets, irrigation area

etc., must be set ｾ priori to running the model. 'l'he

simulation model then gives a point inside (or maybe on)

the feasible region--thereis no indication whether a better

combinationof decision variablesexist. If the simulation

model could be run an extremely large number of times then

maybe the set of efficient solution could be determined.

Usually this is not practical.

The second type of model is an optimization model.

These models implicitly considerall combinationsof the

proposedsystem and will choosean optimal configuration

basedon some specified objective function. This optimal

configuration will satisfy physical, economic, political,,
and social feasibility as representedin the constraintset.

However, ,to model the physical system within an optimization
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model framework requires a large number of assumptions

that may lead to an unrealistic representationof the

physical system. The degreeof realism dependsupon the

physical system being modelled--in particular upon the

stochasticand non-linearity aspectsof the system.

Stochasticconsiderationsincreasethe size of the

optimization model by requiring more constraints,non-

linearity vastly increasecomputation time or may make

solutions impossible. Spofford [1, 2J has considered

optimizing models where a non-linear set of constraints--

to representa physical system--havebeen included within

a larger linear programmingmodel. The solution procedures

for thesemodels still require additional research,and

probably involves ｾ ･ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｧ a simulation type model (to handle

the physical system) within the optimization framework.

Such solution techniquesstill require additional research

to make them operationalin the real world.

The solution to the correct mix of models, optimization

and simulation, dependsupon the problem at hand. Planning

methodologiesvary from each problem and depend upon the

time and resourceconstraintsfor analysis, computer budget,

and the questionsthat the models should address. Much

of the art of successfulanalysis is containedwithin the

planning methodology--andhow the methodologyevolves and

adapts throughout a study dependingupon the models developed

and the results obtained. The planning methodology is a

dynamic framework for analyzing a planning problem.
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Optimization models often playa significant role in

planning becausemany optimization questionsarise. Further-

more, optimization nlodels are usually the first step in

planning and are often used to screenout non-contenders

from the set of feasible combinationsof ､ ･ ｶ ･ ｬ ｯ ｾ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ Ｎ The

nature of the optimization model should depend upon the

question it tries to address. In the Tisza, the stochastic

nature of the system is one issue that should be considered

in the design of an optimization model. Since most

facilities laust still be constructed,the investmentquestion

(as opposedto the operationof the system) must also be

'd d Th' ,. , d I IconS1 ere. 1S paper presentssome opt1ffi1zat1on lTIO e s

which have appearedin the literature and discussesthe

effectivenessof the models in representingan actual system.

The Tisza River will always be kept in mind.

Deterministic Models

Cpnsidcr a model of the form

T T
max B K - C x Maximize Net Benefits

such that

Ax < b

x > 0

Continuity Constraints
TechnologicalConstraints
Policy Constraints (1)

lour discussionwill be constrainedto linear pro-
(or L.P. type) models as opposedto consideringdynamic
programming. In D.P. there exists dimensionalityproblems
when the water resourceinvestmentproblem is considered;
and that problem is the main focus of our discussion.
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Such a qualitative representationof the optimization model

will fit virtually any model found in the literature. The

only differencesarise in the degreeof detail and complexity

within the constraintset, especially ｾ ｩ ｴ ｨ respect to the

physical system. For example Poblete [3] investigatedthe

sensitivity of solutions to the number of ｴ ｩ ｾ ･ periods, and

only included continuity constraints. Loucks [4] presented

some fairly large formulation with relatively detailed

constraintsets__ similarly with the MIT-Argentina Project

which had a deterministicmixed-integerL.P. of 629

constraintsand 658 continuousvariables to representa 38

site, 3 seasonsystem. The degreeof detail is an important

a priori decision. '

Another important decision is whether to use a

deterministicmodel or not. If the river does not exhibit

major streamflowvariation from year to year then it may

be best to investigatethe stochasticityin a simulation

model. Furthermore, if the yield from the reservoirs is

not too large and if demandsare fairly constantfrom year

to year then a deterministicModel may do a fairly good

job at finding some designs for further study.

In the Tisza, there are two problems. Flood control

and water supply. Flood control clearly cannot be handled

within a deterministicmodel, as usually formulated. When

the events of interestare occurring once every 10, 20, or

100 years it is unrealistic to constructa model that uses

the "average" yearly flood. For water supply the issues
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are not so obvious. Most of the demandsare for irrigation

but on a supplementarybasis. If it is wet, irrigation may

not be required at all, but if it j." e'..") dry the demandsr;\ay

be significant. From talks with the Hungarians, it is not

clear if over-year storagereservoirswould be required.

That is, there exists enough water on a yearly basis to

fulfill demands; the problem is that the ｷ ｡ ｴ ｣ ｾ ｲ comes at the

wrong time of the year. An n season (2 or 3, let say)

deterministicmodel could be formulated which for average

demandswould determinethe sizes of the reservoirs. But

it is the short term operation (this year1s demand, next

year's etc.) that will affect the performanceof the system,

not the long term averages. There will exist both short

tenn lossesand opportunity lossesfrom incorrectly sizing

the e1eII1entsof the systeIn. Since the Tisza's demuncJ.sare

highly stochasticit is questionablewhether a deterministic

model can provide the necessaryplanning information. If

optimization models are to be applied to the Tisza, then

stochasticconsiderationsmust be included.

Two-Stage Linear Progranwingunder Uncertainty

Consider a situation where a decisionmust be made in

the first time period which will be affected by an uncertain

event occurring in the ｾ ･ ｣ ｯ ｮ ､ period. At the first time

period the probability of the events is known but which

event takes place is unknown. This is the general frame-

work of the two-stage linear program. In more precise

notation:
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Min
'I' dT
ｾｾ + -Y

such that

AX = !:l

Ex + Dy = ｾＲ x < 0 (2)

y > 0

The first constraintset contains only the deterministic

elementsand representsthe first stage problem. The second

constraintset contains random elements (in both Band !?2)

with known probabilities. In water resourceproblems, the

random variables are usually confined to ｾ Ｒ Ｎ This general

form was first analyzedby Dantzig and Ferguson [5J.

In a Vl()tcr resourcecontext, the reservoir capacity

and target level are picked in the first stageand then a

random inflow and demand are observedin the secondstage.

TThe objective function has additional costs ｾ X when

l is non-zero. These costs are short term penalty'functions

and were introduced by Dantzig [6J. A closer analysis of

*(2) reveals that if x is a solution to the first stage and

y*is chosen to satisfy the secondconstraintset, then for

!* to be feasible in the program it must be feasible in the

secondstage regardlessof the outcome of the random process

in !?2. i'lihile ｾ Ｊ gives a feasible solution it may not be a 'very

reasonablesolution due to its conservativenature. This

can be adjustedby weighing the outcomesby their

probability of occurrence. This leads·tothe use of
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expectationwithin the objective function. The objective

function can now be written as

where

for the k possibleoutcomesthat can occur, each with

probability Pk. Thus the objective function indicates that

an x is to be found that minimizes the first-stagecosts,

plus the expectedsmallestpenalty cost which is, itself,

a function of the first stagedecision variables•

• ｾｴ･ｲ resourceapplicationsof the two-stagetechnique

have been performed by Dorfman [7J, Loucks [8], and Haan [9] •

Loucks formulation was quite complex. He consideredinflows

as a lag-one Markov processand segmentedeach reservoir

into three stages. He was concernedwith setting targets

for storageat the beginning of the next seasongiven the

occurrenceduring the presentseason. Unfortunately, his

procedurecannot be applied to a second reservoir in series

becauseits inflow dependsupon the yet to be determined

storageof upstreamreservoirs. One would have to go to a

n-stagestochasticmodel, with some sort of transfer

constraintsbetween the stages. Such a formulation would

be extremely large, since McBean [10] estimatedthat a

two-stage formulation of a water resourceproblem would
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require four to five times more constraintsthan would the

deterministic formulation. Yet the two-stage formulation

has the advantagesthat it explicitly considersthe economic

affects of failing to meet demands. It is upon theseaffects

that decisionsare based.

In the Tisza study it is not clear whether such a

formulntion would prove useful.

To be applicable to a river system such as the 'I'isza

the following considerationswould have to be overcome

1. The size of the constraintset may make it

computationallydifficult or impossible to solve.

2. The problems with multi-reservoirs,especially

those in series,would have to be solved. This

problem may be handled initially by I lumping I

such reservoirstogether. If this is not

feasible then a multi-stage formulation would

be required.

3. Two-stagemodels addressmost effectively the short

term operation--i.e.yearly basis. Given some

information about last seasonsinflows and the

stateof the reservoir it will set a new target.

But long-rangedevelopmentdependsupon long-range

targets. Such long-range targetsmust be met with

a high level of reliability if a developmentis to

be economically, politically and socially successful.
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Cllanee-Constrained Progr｡ ｮ ｬ ｉ ｔ ｬ ｩ ｾ ｱ

An alternativemodel which considersthe stochasticity

of the system is chance-constraintprogramming. In the

two-stage formulation the first-stagedecision variables

were permitted to violate the second-stagerandom events

by incurring a penalty. In chance-constrainedprogramming,

the decision variablesmay violate certain 'random' ｾ ｯ ｮ Ｍ

straints but only by a pre-determinedprobability. The

formulation is:

such that

x > 0

o < a < 1

The constraintset gx > b can only be violated with a

probability of 1 - a; thus ｾ representsthe risk level

that is allowed in the system. Chance constrainedpro-

(4 )

gramming was first introducedby Charnesand Cooper 111/.

The formulation in (4) must be converted into a solveable

form which leads to a deterministicequivalent formulation.

This can be done in the following manner. If the i th

constraint is

n
P [ E q .. x. > b.] > ex.

. 1 1J]. 1. 1.
J=

(5)

and for b i there exists a probability density function f
b

.
1.
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*then a L. can be found such that:
1.

*b.
1.

= Fb . (l - a)
1.

(6)

where F
b

. (.) is the cumulative density function for
1.

Bquation (5) can be replacedby:

b .•
1.

n
I: q.. x

j=l lJ
*> b.

1.
(7)

The chance-constrainedprogramming has receivedmore

attention in the water resourcesliterature than has two-

stage formulation. This is probably becausethE' formulation

is of the same size as a deterministic formulation and

insights into a problem by its application can be quite

significant. Chanceconstrainedprogranuninghas been used

by Smith [12] for irrigation designs, Revelle ct a1 [13]

for reservoir designsand ｬ ｬ ｦ Ｎ ｾ ｲ ｭ ｡ ｮ ｮ and Perkins [14] for

pumping facility design. Kithin the chance-constrained

formulation it is not really possible to evaluatethe

economic consequencesof not meeting demands. Planning

must deal with the economic implications of alternative

designs, so the absenceof short-run loss functions may

limit the effectivenessof the forr.m1ntion. !,'urthermorc,

the level of risk, a, is set a priori within the model,

but the risk level itself is a decision variable. A high

value of a implies a very reliable system, low water

availability and low rlownstream ､ ･ ｶ ･ Ｑ Ｐ ｾ ｮ ･ ｮ ｴ Ｎ It leads to
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conservativedevelopmentwithout explicitly evaluating the

economic consequences--thusthe chanceconstrained

formulation may not lead to the best alternative. 1\

strategyof increasingreservoir capacity (to increase

system reliability) while maintaining dO\'lnstreamdevelopment

level is not available from the chance-constrained

formulation.

In the Tisza study, chance-constrainedprogrammingmay

be able to provide meaningful insights into the stochastic

nature of the demandsand supply. The shortcomingsin the

above discussion ｰ ｲ ｯ ｶ ｩ ､ ｾ a warning to how the results

should be interpreted.

An Alternative Approach

During the MIT-Argentina Study the planning methodology

that was developedcentered.around a large deterministic

mathematicalprogram and a simulation model, which handled

the stochasticelements.

As envisioned, the optimization model would generate

an initial configuration which would be passedon to the

simulation mOdel where a 'redesign' would take place and a

more reliable systemwould emerge.

This ｾ ･ ｴ ｨ ｯ ｵ ｯ ｬ ｯ ｧ ｹ was not completely successful. The

optimization lnodel and the simulation model are con-

ｾ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｣ ｴ ･ ､ differently. Some things can be handledwell

within one framework and not in the other. The deterministic

aspectsof the optimization model put a relatively large
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burden on the simulation model which was hamperedby the

lack of a systematicsearchtechniqueas it tried to redesign

on the responsesurface. McBean 1101 developeda search

techniqueafter the conclusionof the analysis phaseof the

project. licBean indicated that a stochasticscreeningmodel

can significantly reduce the computationalburden of the

simulation model since many of the stochasticelementsare

taken into consideration. Since for large systems

stochasticscreeningmodels are too burdensome,McBean

suggestedto use a deterministic screeningmodel then a

stochasticoptimization model on part of the river basin in

conjunction with the use of the simulation model.

An alternativeprocedurecould be the following:

1. Solve the large scale deterministicoptimization

model and obtain initial values of the capacity and

targets.

2. Formulate a network flow model
l

for the river basin

using the values from the first step as the given

capacitiesand targets. Stochasticinflows and demand

can be generatedusing a synthetic generator. This

generationcould considercorrelation structuresin

lThe network flow model does not addressthe investment
problem very effectively becauseit is a 'scenario'
formulation. That is, it only considersthe operation of
the pre-setconfiguration. The formulation has the advantage
that it can be solved very quickly and relatively cheaply.
Both of these 'properties' can be utilized in my proposed
two-step procedure.
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time and spaceand betweendemandsand inflows. 'l'he

output from the generationprocesswould then be 'fed'

into the network flow model and run for many periods.

In essence,it would be run for 1 period and the results

stored and used for initial values for running the next

period etc. For a reasonablylqrge systenl, it would not

be computationallyburdensometo run the model for 100

periods. 'l'he interestingoutput from this exercise

are the shadow prices on the step one decision

variables. For some periods there will be excess

water and for some periods there will be insufficient

water, giving rise to a distribution of shadow prices

for each of the step one decision variables. Therefore,

a 'redesign' can take place on those elementsof system

that have the highest expectedshadow prices (or on

some other appropriatecriteria) and step two can be

rc-run. This iterative fashion results in a good

initial configuration. \Jhether simulation would be

required is not clear, it would dependupon the

particular problem and the questionsthat it is

supposeto answer.

This two-step procedureis similar to the two stage

formulation in that it is a deterministic fonnulation

followed by a stochasticanalysis. It has the 'advantage

that large systemswith many time periods can be handled

with reasonablecomputer resources. The step-two

formulation is run in a manner similar to a simulation
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model except that there are implicit searchtechniques

built in. The economic consequencesfrom deficits are

explicitly utilized, so that the two-step formulation

should be more insightful than a chance-constrained

formulation.

How this would work in a real application to a large

system is not known. It has never been applied. I do feel

though that the Tisza River may be an appropriateapplication--

at least the water supply analysis. The large variancesin

supply and demand would suggestthat stocha.sticityshould

be consideredin the optimization step.

Conclusions

Drawing from my experienceswith the MIT-Argentina

Study, I have tried to bring forth many of the issuesthat

affect optimization in river basin planning. Planning

methodologiesare not unique, but optimization often takes

a significant ro1e--usua11yas the first step. If the

stochasticconsiderationswill affect the system evaluation,

then it should be included, if possible, in the optimization

step. This paper presentssome of the current approaches

of stochasticoptimization that may be relevant to water

resourceinvestmentplanning and suggestsa new approach

that may not have the difficulties of the current procedures.
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